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Rio’s 2016 Olympic Golf Course: City’s 
Last Remaining Ecosystems Left “in the 
Rough” 
Charles Vercillo* 
The sport of golf returned as an official event at the 2016 
Summer Olympics held in Rio de Janeiro following a pro-
longed absence from the Games. To accommodate golf’s re-
turn, the city of Rio endorsed the construction of the Olympic 
golf course on land adjoining the Marapendi lagoon—land 
historically known to be ecologically valuable and environ-
mentally protected. With the Games rapidly approaching, 
the city quickly passed Complementary Law 125, stripping 
this land of its environmental protection, and instead author-
izing a golf course as a sustainable use of the land.  
Local environmentalists have challenged the legislation 
and the city’s decision, arguing that large-scale economic 
incentives associated with hosting the Games have shoved 
aside long-term environmental preservation measures. 
Many argue that the decision to construct the Olympic 
course is shortsighted given the sport’s unpopularity in Bra-
zil and the course’s uncertain future beyond the Closing 
Ceremony.  
This paper provides a holistic synopsis of the Olympic 
golf course as its construction has displaced much of the 
wildlife that once called the area home. While the immediate 
effects of Complementary Law 125 and the Olympic course 
construction are apparent, the long-term ones are more un-
certain. As environmental goals yield to economic ones, dis-
sension between city officials and environmentalists contin-
ues to grow. Only one thing is certain: the Olympic course 
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will be used for those 16 days in August 2016, but what will 
become of it once the Olympic torch is extinguished—only 
time will tell. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: PREPARING FOR THE OLYMPIC “PARTY” 
It comes every four years—the Summer Olympics. Just as ath-
letes from around the world compete to win that coveted gold medal, 
cities around the world compete to be the host of this Olympic 
“party.” And just like most parties require intense cleaning, decorat-
ing, and post-party cleanup—the Olympics are no different.1 For 
years, host cities have prepared for their turn in the international 
spotlight by undergoing drastic political, economic, social, environ-
mental, and infrastructural changes.2 As a result, many host cities 
use the Olympics as a platform to reinvent themselves while the rest 
of the world watches them.3 
In 2009, the International Olympic Committee (“IOC”) selected 
Rio de Janeiro as the host city for the 2016 summer Olympic 
Games.4 Following this announcement, the city’s building land-
scape has undergone drastic changes: new venues have been added 
while existing ones have been renovated to accommodate 28 differ-
ent sporting events and the 480,000 anticipated spectators.5 Moreo-
ver, the city is attempting to make long-needed infrastructural 
                                                                                                             
 1 See generally Steven Rosenblum, The Impact of the Summer Olympics on 
its Host City: The Costs Outweigh the Tangible Benefits, FINANCE AND 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (Apr. 2009), http://digitalcommons.bry-
ant.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1004&context=honors_history. (“Countries 
still continue to bid to host, and then host the Olympics despite the questionable 
benefits received from hosting the Olympics and the setbacks to each benefit a 
country receives from the opportunity.”) 
 2 Id. 
 3 Chris Berg, Politics, Not Sport is the Purpose of the Olympic Games, 
INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS (IPA) REVIEW (July 2008), 
https://ipa.org.au/library/publication/1213771802_document_60-3_berg.pdf 
(“But all this pageantry obscures the Olympics’ essential purpose—first and fore-
most, the Games are designed to shine glory upon the nations that hold them. 
National politicians and government use the Olympics to achieve their national 
or individual goals. Certainly, the politics behind each Olympics may often be 
diffuse, but it is overt. Sport may be the style of the Olympics, but nationalism 
and geopolitics are the content.”) (emphasis added). 
 4 Juliet Macur, Rio Wins 2016 Olympics in a First for South America, N.Y. 
TIMES, (Oct. 2, 2009), http://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/03/sports/03olym-
pics.html?_r=0. 
 5 George Utley, IOC Predicts 480,000 Tourists in Rio for 2016 Olympics, 
THE RIO TIMES (July 15, 2014), http://riotimesonline.com/brazil-news/rio-busi-
ness/ioc-predicts-480000-tourists-in-rio-2016/. 
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changes in order to accommodate this large influx of people and en-
sure that the Olympics run smoothly.6 For many host cities, imple-
menting these infrastructural changes becomes a “race against the 
clock” and environmental commitments are often shoved aside; Rio 
has proven to be no different than other host cities in this respect.7 
One noteworthy change to the Olympic sports lineup is the re-
turn of golf, a sport that has been conspicuously absent from the 
Games for 112 years.8 While many people are welcoming the sport’s 
return, not everyone is excited for golf to make its comeback in Rio.9 
In fact, the Olympic golf course has been an ongoing source of con-
troversy, which has caused dissension between Rio city officials and 
                                                                                                             
 6 Mike Sheridan, Racing to Get Ready: Rio 2016 Olympics, http://urban-
land.uli.org/infrastructure-transit/racing-get-ready-rio-2016-olympics/ (last vis-
ited Jan. 18, 2016) (“According to Rio de Janeiro Mayor Eduardo Paes, the Games 
represent a unique opportunity to accelerate much needed infrastructure invest-
ment that, in the absence of the Olympics, would only be realized over a much 
longer term.”) 
 7 Alexandra L. Sobol, Comment: No Medals for Sochi: Why the Environment 
Earned Last Place at the 2014 Winter Olympic Games, and how Host Cities can 
Score a “Green” Medal in the Future, 26 VILL. ENVTL. L. J. 169, 190 (2015) (“An 
underdeveloped city tasked with hosting a mega-event like the Olympics will need 
to construct a plethora of venues, hotels, sewage facilities, and even entirely new 
transportation methods to accommodate the influx of people; doing so may place 
the environment on the backburner.”); see also Jason Plautz, Brazil Made Big 
Environmental Promises for its Rio Olympics. Here’s Why it Won’t Keep Them., 
https://www.nationaljournal.com/energy/2014/07/02/brazil-made-big-environ-
mental-promises-its-rio-olympics-heres-why-wont-keep-them (last visited Febru-
ary 15, 2016). 
 8 Roxanna Scott, Olympic Golf Course Ready for the Sport’s Return in Rio 
Games, USA TODAY (Oct. 6, 2015), http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/olym-
pics/2015/10/06/olympic-golf-course-ready-sports-return-rio-olym-
pics/73488856/. 
 9 Lourdes Garcia-Navarro, Olympic Golf Course Turns Rio Greener But 
Turns Some Residents Red, Parallels, http://www.npr.org/sections/paral-
lels/2015/02/08/384287877/will-the-summer-olympics-fix-rios-problems-or-
make-them-worse (last visited Oct. 22, 2015). 
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Rio residents.10 Some residents are outraged at the adverse environ-
mental impacts stemming from the course’s construction.11 These 
environmentalists have banded together in a movement known as 
“Occupy Golf” or Golfe Para Quem (“Golf for Whom”) and have 
actively protested at the site of the course throughout the construc-
tion process.12 
The selection of the site for the Olympic golf course is at the 
epicenter of the controversy: it is situated on a piece of once envi-
ronmentally protected “ecologically fragile marshland” adjoining 
the Marapendi lagoon (“Lagoa de Marapendi”).13 The Marapendi 
lagoon and the surrounding area, which are part of the larger Mata 
Atlântica (“Atlantic Forest”) biome, have the highest biodiversity 
index of any biome on Earth.14 The region is home to over 2,000 
identified species, many of which are endangered.15 
Due to “explosive development” in the neighboring Barra da Ti-
juca region (which also contains the “Olympic Village”), the land 
that has been allocated for the golf course was one of the area’s last 
                                                                                                             
 10 Associated Press, Judge Allows Construction to Continue at Olympic Golf 
Course, USA TODAY (Mar. 24, 2015), http://www.usato-
day.com/story/sports/olympics/2015/03/24/judge-allows-construction-to-con-
tinue-at-olympic-golf-course/70407510/. 
 11 Jenny Barchfield, Associated Press, Rio Mayor Unveils Controversial Golf 
Course, WASHINGTON TIMES (Mar. 25, 2015), http://www.washington-
times.com/news/2015/mar/25/rio-mayor-unveils-controversial-olympic-golf-
cours/?page=all [hereinafter Rio Mayor]. 
 12 Id. 
 13 Elena Hodges, Rio’s Olympic Golf Course will Trample an Ecological 
Gem, NEXT CITY (Aug. 18, 2014), https://nextcity.org/daily/entry/rios-olympic-
golf-course-will-wipe-out-a-protected-ecological-gem [hereinafter Golf Course 
will Trample]. 
 14 Id. 
 15 Id; see also Juliana Barbassa, DANCING WITH THE DEVIL IN THE CITY OF 
GOD: RIO DE JANEIRO ON THE BRINK, 155 (Touchstone 2015) (describing the but-
terfly and iguana, two of the types of creatures that are currently threatened and 
would be displaced by the Olympic course construction.); see also The Nature 
Conservancy, Brazil: Atlantic Forest, http://www.nature.org/ourinitiatives/re-
gions/southamerica/brazil/placesweprotect/atlantic-forest.xml (last visited Octo-
ber 22, 2015). 
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remaining undeveloped areas; therefore, it is known as an “ecologi-
cal gem” with high biodiversity value.16 
Until 2013, the area comprising the Olympic golf course was 
deemed “off limits” to future development.17 However, with the 
Olympic Games looming, the Rio de Janeiro City Council called an 
emergency session on December 20, 2012, to pass Complementary 
Law 125.18 This law, authorized by Rio mayor Eduardo Paes in Jan-
uary 2013, would transform this formerly protected land into a dem-
olition zone.19 Three main provisions of the law are as follows: 
1. “green-lighting” construction of the Olympic golf 
course within the Marapendi reserve as a sustainable 
use of the land; 
2. redrawing the borders of the park by removing 
neighboring forest land and incorporating it into the 
new boundaries of the Olympic course; and 
3. increasing the height of neighboring buildings 
from six stories to twenty-two stories.20 
Now that the course has been fully completed, it awaits the arri-
val of the Olympic golfers and spectators in August of 2016.21 How-
ever, what will become of the course after its mere 16-day Olympic 
run? At that point the Olympic “party” will have come to an end, 
and all the guests will have left. But unlike the remnants of a party 
that has ended—the deflated balloons behind the couch, the ripped 
                                                                                                             
 16 Golf Course will Trample, supra note 13; Matt Bonesteel, Rio Olympic 
Village to Become Luxury Apartments After the Games, Despite City’s Afforda-
ble-Housing Crisis, WASHINGTON POST (Mar. 23, 2015), https://www.washing-
tonpost.com/news/early-lead/wp/2015/03/23/rio-olympic-village-to-become-
luxury-apartments-after-the-games-despite-citys-affordable-housing-crisis/. 
 17 Elena Hodges, The Social & Environmental Costs of Rio’s Olympic Golf 
Course, http://www.rioonwatch.org/?p=17283 (last visited Jan. 18, 2015) [here-
inafter The Social & Environmental Costs]. 
 18 Id; see also Barbassa, supra note 15 at 154-56. 
 19 See The Social & Environmental Costs, supra note 17. 
 20 Id; see also Barbassa, supra note 15 at 155. 
 21 Associated Press, Rio Mayor Unveils Controversial Olympic Golf Course, 
BOSTON HERALD (Mar. 25, 2015), 
http://www.bostonherald.com/sports/other/olympics/2015/03/rio_mayor_un-
veils_controversial_olympic_golf_course. 
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streamers along the bannister, or the used cups littered across the 
kitchen table, the Olympic course cannot simply be “thrown away.” 
The course is here to stay, as this developed land cannot be trans-
formed back to its pristine, natural state. Will its lasting impacts al-
leviate the division between Rio officials and residents? Or con-
versely, will the course’s speculated long-term impacts continue to 
drive these two interest groups apart? 
Part II of this note will provide an overview of some of Brazil’s 
environmental challenges regarding the upcoming Olympics with an 
in-depth focus on the Olympic golf course’s design-plan and envi-
ronmental impacts. Part III will provide a synopsis of the scope of 
Brazil’s environmental legislation with respect to the Marapendi re-
serve and Complementary Law 125’s impact on environmental pol-
icy. Part IV will discuss the social impacts of the golf course’s con-
struction and public sentiment as Rio prepares to host the Games. 
Finally, Part V will discuss future policy ramifications of the Olym-
pic course in the aftermath of the 2016 Summer Olympic Games. 
II. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AS RIO PREPARES TO HOST 2016 
SUMMER OLYMPICS 
A. Recurring Environmental Problems 
While Olympic preparations in Rio have undoubtedly created 
some new environmental problems, the city also used its hosting 
status to attempt to resolve some of its more pervasive environmen-
tal issues. These recurring environmental concerns are not strictly 
limited to the golf course, but have impacted other event venues as 
well. 
1. Water Pollution 
Water pollution is common in Brazil, especially in Rio de 
Janeiro, and sewage and trash disposal problems have been exacer-
bated within the last few decades as “the population exploded”:22 
the city’s sanitation infrastructure has not been able to keep up with 
rapid population growth, so untreated human sewage and garbage 
                                                                                                             
 22 See Associated Press, AP Investigation: Olympic Teams to Swim, Boat in 
Rio’s Filth, CHICAGO TRIBUNE (Jul. 29, 2015), http://www.chicagotrib-
une.com/sports/international/ct-rio-olympics-water-20150729-story.html. 
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have ultimately accumulated in bodies of water like the Marapendi 
lagoon and Guanabara Bay.23 More alarmingly, Guanabara Bay is 
one of the waterways expected to host Olympic sailing and wind-
surfing events, but untreated sewage makes it a hotbed of activity 
for pathogens and disease-causing bacteria.24 Other Olympic water-
based venues have not faired any better: only one year before the 
Games, global water experts could not find a single scheduled water 
venue that was safe for swimming or boating.25 
Rio city officials viewed hosting the Olympics not only as an 
overdue opportunity to greatly improve its inadequate sanitation 
system, but also as a way to promote awareness of the environ-
ment.26 The city pledged in its Olympic bid that it would “regenerate 
Rio’s magnificent waterways,” and it sought to accomplish this mis-
sion through a $4 billion expansion of the city’s sanitation infra-
structure.27 However, little progress has been made in improving 
sanitation: only one sewage treatment facility out of the eight Brazil 
promised as part of its Olympic bid has been constructed.28 Guana-
bara Bay remains heavily polluted and Rio Governor Luiz Fernando 
Pezao and Rio mayor Eduardo Paes agree that there is not enough 
time to clean the bay in time for the Olympics.29 It would be a tough 
                                                                                                             
 23 Id. (“Waste flows into more than fifty streams that empty into the once 
crystalline Guanabara Bay. An eye-watering stench emanates from much of the 
bay and its palm-lined beaches, which were popular swimming spots as late as the 
1970s but are now perpetually off-limits for swimmers.”). 
 24 Jenny Barchfield, Associated Press, Rio’s Olympic Waterways Full of 
Trash, Sewage, SAN-DIEGO UNION TRIBUNE (Nov. 19, 2013), http://www.sandi-
egouniontribune.com/news/2013/nov/19/rios-olympic-waterways-full-of-trash-
sewage/ [hereinafter Rio’s Olympic Waterways]. 
 25 Id. 
 26 See Jenny Barchfield, Associated Press,’Medieval’: Brazil’s Sewage Sys-
tem is Comparable to London or Paris in the 14th Century, BUSINESS INSIDER, 
http://www.businessinsider.com/medieval-brazils-sewage-system-is-compara-
ble-to-london-or-paris-in-the-14th-century-2015-9 (last visited Jan. 18, 2016) (“A 
radical cleanup of the city’s blighted waterways was meant to be one of the main 
legacies of the Olympics, used as a key selling point in the city’s official bid doc-
ument.”). 
 27 Associated Press, AP Investigation, supra note 22; Rio’s Olympic Water-
ways, supra note 24. 
 28 Associated Press, AP Investigation, supra note 22. 
 29 Id. 
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feat for Brazilian officials to convince athletes otherwise: some ath-
letes that have already traveled to Rio for training have succumbed 
to gastrointestinal illnesses resulting from contact with contami-
nated water.30 
Untreated sewage has also devastated local ecosystems. The na-
tive caiman (member of the alligator family) population is one of the 
few species that has been able to adapt and survive in Rio’s sewage-
filled lagoons, but the population is likely to decrease “if things 
don’t change drastically.”31 There are two primary reasons for this 
hypothesis: first, the fish population, which is a natural food source 
for the caiman, cannot survive in these polluted waters.32 As a result, 
many caiman must increasingly rely on “handouts from humans.”33 
Second, the organic matter in sewage has contributed to higher wa-
ter temperatures, which is likely to result in a higher percentage of 
male offspring during incubation.34 Ricardo Freitas, an ecology pro-
fessor at the Instituto Jacaré (Caiman Institute) in Brazil, has found 
that approximately 85% of the 5,000 to 6,000 caiman in Western 
Rio’s lagoons are male.35 The extreme gender imbalance poses a 
challenge to the species’ long-term population growth.36 
2. Deforestation 
The Marapendi restinga is part of the larger highly diverse Mata 
Atlântica biome. Environmentalists describe restinga as a coastal 
tropical forest habitat, comprised of sandy dunes, beach strands, and 
a variety of herbaceous and arboreal vegetation.37 However, due to 
                                                                                                             
 30 Id; see also Brad Brooks, AP Test: Rio Olympic Water Badly Polluted, 
Even Far Offshore, Associated Press, http://bigstory.ap.org/arti-
cle/cabd453515244bf2b1063e15f6b680c9/ap-test-rio-olympic-water-badly-pol-
luted-even-far-offshore (last visited Feb. 3, 2016). 
 31 Associated Press, Rio’s slithering creatures await 2016 Olympics visitors, 
CBS NEWS (Oct. 17, 2013, 12:00 PM), http://www.cbsnews.com/news/rios-slith-
ering-creatures-await-2016-olympics-visitors/ [hereinafter Rio’s slithering crea-
tures]. 
 32 Id. 
 33 Id. (Some humans throw scraps like raw chicken and crackers to the cai-
man.); Barbassa, supra note 15, at 162. 
 34 Rio’s slithering creatures, supra note 31. 
 35 Id; Barbassa, supra note 15, at 160-62. 
 36 Id. 
 37 CFD Rocha et al., The Remnants of Restinga Habitats in the Brazilian At-
lantic Forest of Rio de Janeiro State, Brazil: Habitat Loss and Destruction, 67(2) 
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large-scale agriculture and production of goods like sugarcane, cof-
fee, and beef, as well as the rapid growth of major metropolitan areas 
like Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, very few undisturbed areas of the 
biome remain intact.38 In fact, the greater Mata Atlântica biome 
originally encompassed a land area equal in size to twice the size of 
Texas, but has since been reduced to only 7% of its original land 
area.39 In some Brazilian coastal areas, as little as 3% of the original 
biome remains undeveloped.40 
In particular, restinga vegetation within the Mata Atlântica is 
highly susceptible to destruction because it is generally lower to the 
ground and shorter than the vegetation found in other Brazilian bi-
omes.41 These characteristics make it a “prized source of timber” for 
home construction and as firewood in residential areas.42 Unsurpris-
ingly, this biome “has suffered so greatly as the result of 500 years 
of intense exploitation that it is often labeled the most threatened 
tropical rainforest in the world.”43 
Because much of the Mata Atlântica has been reduced to small 
isolated fragments, each remaining fragment is valuable and its 
preservation is critical. The biodiversity of each fragment (such as 
the fragment containing the Olympic golf course site) contains the 
highest biodiversity index of any of Earth’s biomes;44 sixty percent 
                                                                                                             
BRAZ. J. BIOL. 263, 263 (2007), available at http://www.sci-
elo.br/pdf/bjb/v67n2/10.pdf; see also Lisa Flueckiger, Controversy Over Olympic 
Golf Course Continues in Rio, RIO TIMES (Mar. 26, 2015), http://ri-
otimesonline.com/brazil-news/rio-sports/controversy-over-olympic-golf-course-
continues-in-rio/. 
 38 Jeremy Hance, Brazil’s Atlantic Forest (Mata Atlântica), http://rainfor-
ests.mongabay.com/mata-atlantica/mata-atlantica.html (last visited Jan. 15, 
2016); see also Colin Crawford & Guilherme Pignataro, The Insistent (and Unre-
lenting) Challenges of Protecting Biodiversity in Brazil: Finding “The Law that 
Sticks,” 39 U. MIAMI. INTER-AM. L. REV. 1, 18 (2007). 
 39 Crawford & Pignataro, supra note 38, at 10. 
 40 Hance, supra note 38. 
 41 Ecosystem Profile, Atlantic Forest Biodiversity Hotspot, Brazil. CRITICAL 
ECOSYSTEM PARTNERSHIP FUND (Dec. 11, 2001), http://www.cepf.net/Docu-
ments/final.atlanticforest.ep.pdf. 
 42 Id. 
 43 Hance, supra note 38 (emphasis added). 
 44 Golf Course will Trample, supra note 13. 
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of Brazil’s endangered species call the Mata Atlântica home, some 
of which inhabit the vicinity of the Olympic golf course.45 
3. Rio’s Efforts Regarding Environmental Problems 
For many city residents, environmental rehabilitation efforts 
seem bleak.46 To make matters worse, many attempts at dredging 
Rio’s polluted lagoons got caught up in “bureaucratic hurdles” and 
little has been accomplished.47 For Brazilian biologist and conser-
vationist Mario Moscatelli, the real issue comes from a lack of en-
vironmental awareness that stems from too few preventative envi-
ronmental measures.48 Waste needs to be prevented from even en-
tering the waterways.49 Moscatelli, who has monitored the pollution 
levels in Rio’s waterways, remains skeptical of the city’s efforts to 
improve Rio’s water pollution problems;50 he calls the authorities’ 
empty environmental promises “nothing more than environmental 
fraud.”51 A serious motivation to preserve the environment needs to 
be the driving force; “[t]here’s no question. It’s not about money, 
it’s not about technology. It’s about political will.”52 This environ-
mentalist sentiment is not unique to the city’s existing pollution 
problems, but can be applied to new environmental challenges stem-
ming from Rio’s Olympic preparations. 
                                                                                                             
 45 Id. (“The region surrounding the Marapendi lagoon . . . contains around 
300 identified species, including endangered animals like the yellow-necked alli-
gator, the beach lizard and the crested guan.”). 
 46 See Nick Kirkpatrick, 2016 Rio Olympics: Sailing with Sewage, 
WASHINGTON POST (Mar. 19, 2015), https://www.washing-
tonpost.com/news/morning-mix/wp/2015/03/19/the-bay-in-rio-where-2016-
olympic-sailors-will-compete-is-a-disgusting-cesspool/. 
 47 See Associated Press, AP Investigation, supra note 22. 
 48 See id. 
 49 Id. (“‘We need to do something to stop the waste from being dumped by 
the people into the rivers,’ [Moscatelli] told the AP.”). 
 50 Taylor Barnes, Rio Backpedals on Key Legacy Projects Before Olympics, 
USA TODAY (Feb. 25, 2015), http://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/olym-
pics/2015/02/24/rio-de-janeiro-olympic-legacy-promises/23942105/. 
 51 Id. 
 52 Kirkpatrick, supra note 46. 
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B. Newly Created Environmental Problems Regarding the 
Olympic Course 
1. Olympic Course Details 
a. SITE DESCRIPTION 
The Olympic course is situated on a 240-acre parcel within the 
Reserva de Marapendi in the Rio neighborhood of Barra da Tijuca.53 
The site, known for its unique landscape, borders the nearby Mara-
pendi lagoon.54 The Marapendi restinga is a “fragile area” particu-
larly due to the “intense degradation pressure of the surrounding 
area” associated with large-scale urban development.55 Prior to the 
construction of the Olympic golf course, the undeveloped parcel had 
been known as an “ecological gem,” especially in the aftermath of 
heavy deforestation that has taken place in the local area as well as 
in Brazil generally.56 
b. DESIGN ELEMENTS, LAND DESIGNATION, AND 
CONTROVERSY 
In October 2011, the Rio 2016 Organizing Committee an-
nounced an international contest for golf course architects to submit 
Olympic course design proposals.57 In March 2012, the Committee 
selected American architect, Gil Hanse, to design the Olympic 
                                                                                                             
 53 Bradley S. Klein, Work Finally Starts on Rio 2016 Course, GOLFWEEK, 
https://golfweek.com/news/2013/mar/19/work-finally-starts-rio-2016-
course/?print (last visited Jan. 15, 2016); Rio 2016 to Launch Golf Course Design 
Contest, RIO2016, http://www.rio2016.com/en/news/rio-2016-to-launch-golf-
course-design-contest (last visited Jan. 15, 2016). 
 54 Klein, supra note 53; see Golf Course will Trample, supra note 13. 
 55 See Rocha, supra note 37, at 268. 
 56 See Golf Course will Trample, supra note 13; see also Jonathan Watts, Rio 
2016: ‘The Olympics has Destroyed my Home,’ THE GUARDIAN (Jul. 19, 2015), 
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/jul/19/2016-olympics-rio-de-janeiro-
brazil-destruction (“One Rio de Janeiro environmentalist, Marcello Mello, de-
scribes golf course development in such an ecologically fragile area as an “envi-
ronmental crime” and that the Olympics is “destroying the Atlantic Forest, which 
is part of our national heritage.”). 
 57 Rio 2016 to Launch Golf Course Design Contest, supra note 53. 
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course.58 At the time that Hanse was announced the winner, Presi-
dent of Rio 2016, Carlos Nuzman stated that “this course represents 
the beginning of a new chapter in the history of the sport. It will 
enable Rio to host important events in the international calendar and 
it will be an example of sustainability and preservation of an envi-
ronmentally protected area.”59   
The environmental protection area (“EPA”) or área de 
preservação ambiental, (“APA”) that Nuzman referenced is known 
as the Reserva de Marapendi (APA of Marapendi); the area encom-
passes 1,180,000 square meters that the Rio legislature formally rec-
ognized via Decree 10,368 in August 1991.60 Under this decree, the 
APA of Marapendi encompasses the Permanent Protection Areas of 
the Marapendi Lagoon and Zoo-Botanical Park of Marapendi.61 In 
March 1993, the Rio legislature passed Decree 11,990, which regu-
lated the APA of Marapendi by defining zoning rules pertaining to 
its land uses.62 Some of the subzones—collectively referred to as the 
“Zones of Wildlife Conservation (“ZCVS”) encompass the layout 
of the Olympic golf course.63 The ZCVS shall be the “object of an 
                                                                                                             
 58 Clearing Work Underway at Rio 2016 Golf Course Site, INTERNATIONAL 
GOLF FEDERATION, http://www.igfgolf.org/clearing-work-underway-at-rio-2016-
golf-course-site/ (last visited Jan. 14, 2016). 
 59 Hanse Golf Course Design Selected by Rio 2016 to Design Golf Venue for 
the Olympic Games, http://www.rio2016.com/en/news/hanse-golf-course-design-
selected-by-rio-2016-to-design-golf-venue-for-the-olympic-games (last visited 
Jan. 22, 2016) (emphasis added). 
 60 Decreto No. 10.368, de 15 de Agosto de 1991, DIÁRIO OFICIAL DO RIO DE 
JANEIRO [D.O.E.R.J.] de 16.08.1991 (Braz.); Christopher Gaffney, Between Dis-
course and Reality: The Un-Sustainability of Mega Event Planning, 5 
SUSTAINABILITY 9 3926, 3933 (2013), available at http://www.mdpi.com/2071-
1050/5/9/3926; THE PROTECTED LANDSCAPE APPROACH LINKING NATURE, 
CULTURE AND COMMUNITY, 163 (Jessica Brown, Nora Mitchell, & Michael Ber-
esford, eds. IUCN, 2005) [hereinafter The Protected Landscape Approach]. 
 61 Rio 2016 Olympics: the Exclusion Games, Mega-Events and Human 
Rights in Rio de Janeiro Dossier, at 60, https://br.boell.org/sites/default/files/dos-
siecomiterio2015_-_english_1.pdf [hereinafter the Exclusion Games]. 
 62 Id; Decreto No. 11.990, de 24 de marco de 1993, DIÁRIO OFICIAL DO RIO 
DE JANEIRO [D.O.E.R.J.] de 25.03.1993 (Braz.). 
 63 Rio 2016 Olympics: the Exclusion Games, supra note 61, at 86. 
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Environmental Management Plan” and prohibits activities that “pre-
vent or make difficult the natural regeneration of the native vegeta-
tion.”64 
In spite of the course developer’s sustainability intentions, the 
course has been wrapped up in several lawsuits regarding its layout 
and its potential environmental impacts.65 Public prosecutors sought 
an injunction to halt construction, reasoning that the endangered 
wildlife in the area was threatened by the design of some holes, par-
ticularly those located near the Marapendi lagoon.66 While Brazilian 
Judge Eduardo Klausner did not order that construction be stopped, 
he acknowledged the countervailing interests between the Rio 
Olympic Committee and environmentalists:67 “[i]t is in society’s in-
terests that the Olympics takes place and it’s also in society’s inter-
ests that the environment be preserved. What has to be observed is 
legality, and within legality is respect for the environment.”68 
2. Environmental Impacts Related to Golf Course 
Construction 
a. GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
The development of the Olympic golf course has angered both 
environmentalists and local residents in a way that differs from the 
extensive venue development that took place in Rio in anticipation 
of the 2014 World Cup. The reason is because while golf courses 
undoubtedly alter the natural landscape throughout the construction 
                                                                                                             
 64 Decreto No. 11.990 art. 10, de 24 de março de 1993, DIÁRIO OFICIAL DO 
RIO DE JANEIRO [D.O.E.R.J.] de 25.03.1993 (Braz.). 
 65 See Layout Ruling Threatens Olympic Golf Couse, ESPN (Sept. 4, 2014), 
http://en.espn.co.uk/olympic-sports/sport/story/340631.html [hereinafter Layout 
Ruling Threatens]. 
 66 Tariq Panja & Yasmine Batista, Judge Rejects Appeal to Halt Work on Rio 
Olympic Golf Course, BLOOMBERG BUSINESS (Nov. 27, 2014, 10:46 AM), 
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-11-27/judge-rejects-appeal-to-
halt-work-on-rio-olympic-golf-course (last visited Feb.16, 2016). 
 67 See Layout Ruling Threatens, supra note 65. 
 68 Id. 
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process, their negative environmental impact does not necessarily 
end once initial construction is completed.69 
First, the use of pesticides, fertilizers, and other chemicals to 
maintain optimal golfing conditions can contaminate groundwater 
sources and neighboring bodies of water.70 In addition, pesticides 
and other chemical agents used in course maintenance can have im-
pacts on “non-target” wildlife.71 “Regulation” of specific plants and 
animals through an artificial manner such as pesticide use also dis-
rupts the natural ecosystem balance.72 For example, pesticides can 
greatly reduce a species’ population that is integral to the local eco-
system’s food chains.73 Pesticides can also eradicate species that are 
natural-cross pollinators, such as honeybees and butterflies, which 
foster the growth of native vegetation.74 
Second, golf course irrigation systems often divert water re-
sources away from more practical and sustainable uses.75 Water sup-
ply and shortage problems are exacerbated in areas that are suscep-
tible to drought.76 Beginning in January 2015, much of Brazil suf-
fered its worst drought since the 1930s.77 Despite widespread water 
                                                                                                             
 69 See Golf and the Environment, Audobon International, https://www.audu-
boninternational.org/Resources/Docu-
ments/Fact%20Sheets/Golf%20and%20the%20Environment.pdf (last visited 
Jan. 15, 2016). 
 70 Id. 
 71 Id. 
 72 See James Tano Zacharia, Ecological Effects of Pesticides, PESTICIDES IN 
THE MODERN WORLD-RISKS AND BENEFITS 129, 131-32 (Dr. Margarita 
Stoytcheva ed., 2011). 
 73 Id. 
 74 Id.; see also Bruce Douglas, Rio 2016: Occupy Takes Swing at Olympic 
Golf Course, GUARDIAN (Feb. 25, 2015, 13:00 EST), http://www.theguard-
ian.com/world/2015/feb/25/rio-2016-occupy-takes-swing-at-olympic-golf-
course#comments (last visited Jan. 16 2016) (the Fluminese Swallowtail butterfly 
species is one inhabitant of the Marapendi reserve that is currently endangered). 
 75 See Golf and the Environment, supra note 69. 
 76 Garcia-Navarro, supra note 9 (“[G]olf courses drink huge amounts of wa-
ter daily . . . .”) (emphasis added). 
 77 Tariq Panja, Rio Students Ask Olympic Chief to Justify Golf Amid Water 
Crisis, BLOOMBERG (Feb. 25, 2015, 1:25 PM), http://www.bloom-
berg.com/news/articles/2015-02-25/rio-students-ask-olympic-chief-to-justify-
golf-amid-water-crisis; see also Lourdes Garcia-Navarro, As Brazil’s Largest City 
Struggles with Drought, Residents are Leaving, NPR (Nov. 22, 2015, 6:20 AM), 
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shortages, 5 million liters of water were used to irrigate the Olympic 
course daily.78 Unsurprisingly, residents became irritated at the “lib-
eral use of water” for irrigation when many households lacked water 
for basic necessities like bathing and cooking.79 In fact, some scien-
tists have suggested that Brazil’s water shortages in recent years is 
likely linked to prolonged periods of deforestation: the presence of 
vegetation (or lack of vegetation) potentially impacts the hydrolog-
ical cycle in specific regions.80 
Third, because much of the land allocated for golf courses is 
used for fairways, putting greens, tee boxes, water hazards, and sand 
traps, much of the remaining undisturbed land is reduced to small 
isolated fragments.81 “By its very design, a golf course is fragmented 
and the patches of habitat are either on the boundary of the course 
or exist as linear fragments alongside the fairways.”82 Environmen-
tal disruption via fragmentation is problematic because fragmenta-
tion often results in the creation of metapopulations, which are 
smaller collections of species populations.83 Depending on the size, 
quality, and proximity of these fragments, some populations may 
become too isolated from other populations.84 Isolation reduces 
breeding and reproductive opportunities, threatening the collective 
species’ population growth and overall sustainability.85 
                                                                                                             
http://www.npr.org/sections/parallels/2015/11/22/455751848/as-brazils-largest-
city-struggles-with-drought-residents-are-leaving (last visited Jan. 16, 2016). 
 78 Douglas, supra note 74. 
 79 Id. 
 80 See generally Luiz E. O. C. Aragão, The Rainforest’s Water Pump, 489 
NATURE 217, 217-18 (2012), available at http://www.nature.com/nature/jour-
nal/v489/n7415/pdf/nature11485.pdf. 
 81 See Alan C. Gange et al., The Ecology of Golf Courses, 50(2) BIOLOGIST 
63, 65 (2003), available at http://ecossistema-
sol.com/The_egology_of_golf_courses.pdf. 
 82 Id. 
 83 Id. 
 84 Id. 
 85 Id. (“Metapopulation dynamics state that a species is more likely to persist 
in an environment if the patches of habitat it can potentially occupy are suffi-
ciently close together for movement between patches to occur.”); see also Robert 
Edsforth, Golf Course Property Restoration 145 (Summer 2013) (unpublished 
thesis, University of Washington) (on file with the University of Washington), 
available at http://depts.washington.edu/uwbg/research/theses/Rob-
ert_Edsforth_2013.pdf (“Linking fragments of habitat preserves genetic diversity 
among populations . . . .”). 
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c. OLYMPIC GOLF COURSE’S ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACTS 
Human encroachment via Olympic course development on na-
tive wildlife habitats has already shown to be problematic.86 For ex-
ample, beginning in 2013, there were concerns about the safety of 
golfers and spectators after increased caiman sightings on the links-
style Olympic course in Rio.87 The Executive Director of the Inter-
national Golf Federation attempted to allay concerns stating, 
“[w]e’ll have a strategy in place that will minimize any possibility 
of a player or spectator coming across [the caiman].” Some caiman 
have migrated into the course’s ponds, as their natural Marapendi 
lagoon habitat has become increasingly polluted from untreated 
sewage originating from neighboring condominiums and “sprawl-
ing shantytowns” in Barra da Tijuca.88 
While the artificial lakes on the Olympic course may provide a 
better alternative to the current state of their natural lagoon habitat, 
this new home is likely not sustainable. Caimans still face the risk 
of exposure to artificial chemicals and fertilizers associated with 
golf course maintenance.89 The fairways, roughs, and tee-boxes on 
the Olympic course are grassed with a non-native grass known as 
Zeon Zoysia.90 Despite the fact that the grass used is one of the more 
“environmentally friendly” options for golf course development, the 
                                                                                                             
 86 Tariq Panja, Rio 2016 Olympic Golf Couse Planners Say Alligators Won’t 
Bite, BLOOMBERG BUSINESS, http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2013-10-
17/rio-2016-olympic-golf-course-planners-say-alligators-won-t-bite (last visited 
Jan. 16, 2016). 
 87 Id.; see also Rick Maese & Dom Phillips, In Rio, Olympic Ambitions, but 




 88 Barchfield, Rio’s Olympic Waterways, supra note 24. 
 89 David B. Dornak, A New Generation is Teeing Off: Is Tiger Woods Making 
Divots on Environmentally Sound Golf Courses?, 23 COLUM. J. ENVTL. L. 299, 
311 (1998). 
 90 Secret Weapon for Olympic Golf Course: Zeon Zoysia Turf Grass, 
http://www.pgatour.com/news/2013/12/19/secret-weapon-for-olympic-course--
zeon-zoysia.html (last visited Jan. 18, 2016); see also Rio Mayor, supra note 11 
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course will still require nitrogen fertilizer as part of its routine up-
keep.91 In fact, “[t]he greatest adverse impacts on wildlife located 
on and near golf courses come from the use of pesticides and other 
chemicals . . . .” Moreover, biologist Marcello Mello states that this 
grass that has been planted will cause more damage because it is 
“out of place” with the existing terrain in the area.92 In particular, a 
white sand lizard and a species of cactus that have inhabited the par-
cel’s natural sandy dune habitat are more threatened now that devel-
opers have cleared these dunes for Olympic course construction.93 
III. ENVIRONMENTAL LEGISLATION 
A. Sources of Brazil’s Environmental Legislation 
Brazil’s environment was largely unregulated until the early 
1950s, and most regulations before this period were not aimed at 
preserving the environment, but rather at “safeguarding human 
health” or “ensuring the survival of valuable natural resources.”94 
1. 1988 Brazilian Constitution 
a. CONSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVES 
The 1988 Brazilian Constitution acknowledges the necessity of 
preserving the environment and codified this sentiment in Article 
225.95 The Constitution states that “all have the right to an ecologi-
cally balanced environment” and that 
                                                                                                             
 91 Secret Weapon, supra note 90. 
 92 Dom Phillips, In Brazil, Unrest is Simmering Again over Bus Fares, Olym-




 93 Id.; see also Watts, supra note 56 (“They’ve already cleared the natural 
dunes.”). 
 94 Antonio de Aguiar Patriota, An Introduction to Brazilian Environmental 
Law, 40 GEO. WASH. INT’L L. REV. 611, 611-12 (2009). 
 95 See id.; see also Nicholas S. Bryner, Brazil’s Green Court: Environmental 
Law in the Superior Tribunal de Justiça (High Court of Brazil), 29 PACE ENVTL 
L. REV. 470, 481 (2012) (“The ‘greening’ of Brazil’s Constitution certainly prior-
itizes and raises awareness of environmental issues in the country and provides a 
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“[b]oth the Government and the community shall have the duty to 
defend and preserve it for present and future generations.”96 Article 
225 identifies some processes to be used in accomplishing this 
“right,” such as defining areas worthy of heightened environmental 
protection, conducting environmental impact studies to be made 
available to the public, and promoting environmental education at 
all school levels.97 
The codification of Brazil’s intent to acknowledge environmen-
tal preservation measures is significant as the Constitution specifies 
the geographic areas most susceptible to destruction.98 More specif-
ically, one of these areas is the Mata Atlântica.99 Therefore, the Con-
stitution at least recognizes that the biome in which the Olympic 
course is situated has some degree of environmental and ecological 
value that is worth preserving.100 
                                                                                                             
framework under which effective environmental conservation and natural re-
source management can take place . . . .”). 
 96 CONSTITUIÇÃO FEDERAL [CF] [CONSTITUTION] 1988 (rev. 2014), art. 225 
(Braz.) (emphasis added), available at https://www.constituteproject.org/consti-
tution/Brazil_2014.pdf [English translation]. 
 97 Id. (“Paragraph 1—In order to ensure the effectiveness of this right, it is 
incumbent upon the Government to: 
I.preserve and restore the essential ecological processes and provide for the eco-
logical treatment of species and ecosystems; 
*** 
III. define, in all units of the Federation, territorial spaces and their components 
which are to receive special protection, any alterations and suppressions being 
allowed only by means of law, and any use which may harm the integrity of the 
attributes which justify their protection being forbidden; 
IV.demand, in the manner prescribed by law, for the installation of works and 
activities which may potentially cause significant degradation of the environment, 
a prior environmental impact study, which shall be made public; 
*** 
VI.promote environmental education in all school levels and public awareness of 
the need to preserve the environment; 
VII.protect the fauna and the flora, with prohibition, in the manner prescribed by 
law, of all practices which represent a risk to their ecological function, cause the 
extinction of species or subject animals to cruelty.”). 
 98 Id. 
 99 Id. 
 100 Id. (“Paragraph 4. The Brazilian Amazonian Forest, the Atlantic Forest . . . 
and the coastal zone are part of the national patrimony, and they shall be used, as 
provided by law, under conditions which ensure the preservation of the environ-
ment . . . .”). 
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b. SUBSEQUENT LEGISLATION NEEDED 
While the Constitution is noteworthy for its ambitious environ-
mental objectives, its historical lack of concrete enforcement mech-
anisms has resulted in flawed and piecemeal implementation.101 One 
reason is because many constitutional provisions are “not self-exe-
cuting,” and thus require supplemental legislation for them to have 
any effect.102 For example, the 1988 Constitution required 285 ordi-
nary statutes and 41 complementary laws to be produced as part of 
its original enactment.103 
As a result, this Constitution leaves the door wide open for other 
legislatures, such as the Rio de Janeiro legislature, to enact supple-
mentary legislation that fills in any of the Constitution’s gaps.104 In 
fact, Article 24 of the Constitution grants legislatures “concurrent 
power to legislate on . . . forests, hunting, fishing, fauna, preserva-
tion of nature, defense of the soil and natural resources, protection 
of the environment and pollution control.”105 While local legisla-
tures have wide freedom to draft and enact subsequent legislation—
that freedom does come with one great limitation: any state law that 
contradicts federal law will be preempted.106  
2. Sistema Nacional de Unidades de Conservação (National 
System of Conservation Unites—”SNUC”) 
In July 2000, the Brazilian legislature passed a law instituting 
the Sistema Nacional de Unidades de Conservação (“SNUC”) sys-
tem, and this law regulates specific provisions within Article 225, 
Section 1 of the 1988 Constitution.107 SNUC outlines some of its 
overarching goals in Article 4 such as “to help preserve and restore 
                                                                                                             
 101 Keith S. Rosenn, Judicial Review in Brazil: Developments Under the 1988 
Constitution, 7 SW. J. L. & TRADE AM. 291, 292-93 (2000). 
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 103 Augusto Zimmerman, Chapter 8 Constitutions Without Constitutionalism: 
The Failure of Constitutionalism in Brazil, 3 IUS GENTIUM 101, 139 (2010). 
 104 Rosenn, supra note 101, at 292-93. 
 105 CONSTITUIÇÃO FEDERAL [CF] [CONSTITUTION] 1988 (rev. 2014), art. 24, 
VI (Braz.). 
 106 CONSTITUIÇÃO FEDERAL [CF] [CONSTITUTION] 1988 (rev. 2014), art. 24, 
§4 (Braz.). 
 107 Lei No. 9.985, de 18 de Julho de 2000, DIÁRIO OFICIAL DA UNIÃO [D.O.U.] 
de 19.7.2000 (Braz.), available at 
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the diversity of natural ecosystems,” “to protect natural and little al-
tered landscapes of notable scenic beauty,” and “to recover or re-
store degraded ecosystems.”108 
SNUC provides clarity to Brazil’s national system of protected 
areas by defining and allocating smaller conservation units (“UC”) 
into two main categories—integral protection and sustainable use.109 
Under this law, UC is defined as “a territorial space and its environ-
mental resources, including jurisdictional waters, with significant 
natural characteristics, legally instituted by Government, with de-
fined purposes for conservation and limits as well, under a special 
regimen for its administration, on which appropriate warranties of 
protection are applied.”110 
The main differences between integral protection UCs and sus-
tainable use UCs are the scope of environmental protection afforded 
to the UC and the permitted uses within the UC’s boundaries.111 In-
tegral protection UCs are completely off limits to all kinds of devel-
opment: “any endeavor involving the ‘consumption, collection of 
material, damage or destruction’ within the UC is banned.”112 One 
integral protection UC that the Rio legislature has defined is 
“Parks,” which means “Integral Protection Units for the preserva-
tion of natural ecosystems of large ecological relevance. Construc-
tions shall not be allowed.”113 Conversely, when compared to inte-
gral use environmental requirements, sustainable use requirements 
are more relaxed.114 Yet despite granting more environmental leni-
ency, sustainable use UCs are still aimed at “assuring the continued 
vitality of biodiversity in the UC.”115 
                                                                                                             
 108 Id. at art. 4. 
 109 The Protected Landscape Approach, supra note 60, at 165. 
 110 Id. at 166 (emphasis added); Lei No. 9.985 at art. 2(1). 
 111 Crawford & Pignataro, supra note 38, at 35. 
 112 Id. at 37-38. 
 113 See Explicando o Campo de Golfe Olímpico, [Explaining the Olympic 
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Sustainable use UCs allow for more public involvement regard-
ing environmental management plans, and in an EPA a “public par-
ticipation component is key.”116 Under Article 15 of SNUC, “the 
APA will have a Council presided by the institution responsible for 
its administration and composed by representatives of public enti-
ties, civil society organisations and residing population.”117 
B. Complementary Law 125 
For the Rio city legislature to successfully construct the Olympic 
course, it needed to “legally access” the parcel in a manner that 
would “green-light” construction: hence Complementary Law 125 
was born.118 Rio mayor Eduardo Paes faced heavy criticism over 
signing Complementary Law 125, stemming from the decision to 
construct the Olympic course on such environmentally controversial 
land.119 In spite of his 330-page report detailing the city’s rationale 
on why construction was both legal and justified, Paes’ arguments 
hold little merit from a legal standpoint.120 
1. Definitional Technicality & Failed Quantitative Reasoning 
58,000 square meters of the Olympic course parcel are situated 
within a ZCVS zone in the Municipal Natural Park of Marapendi, 
while the remaining land is located within the APA of Marapendi; 
in theory, the park designation makes these 58,000 meters “untouch-
able.”121 On page 7 of this report, the definitions of “Parks” and “Re-
serves” clearly prohibit constructions of any kind.122 
Ironically, on that exact page, there is a footnote with the lan-
guage, “Important: the piece of land where the Golf Course will be 
                                                                                                             
 116 Crawford & Pignataro, supra note 38, at 42. 
 117 Rio 2016 Olympics: the Exclusion Games, supra note 61, at 87; Lei No. 
9.985 at art. 14 §5. 
 118 Golf Course will Trample, supra note 13. 
 119 Jonathan Watts, The Rio Property Developer Hoping for a $1Bn Olympic 
Legacy of his Own, THE GUARDIAN (Aug. 4, 2015), http://www.theguard-
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 121 Rio 2016 Olympics: the Exclusion Games, supra note 61, at 88; see also 
Watts, supra note 56. 
 122 Explaining Course, supra note 113, at 7. 
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built is almost all, part of EPA and not of Parks and Reserve. There-
fore it should be allowed to reconcile it with environmental preser-
vation.”123 This footnote clearly contradicts the meaning and intent 
of integral use UCs as defined in SNUC, which states that “any 
change, activity, or modality of use in disagreement with the con-
servation unit objectives, its Management Plan and its regulations is 
prohibited.”124 
Here, the city’s justification to build the Olympic course on land 
that is designated primarily EPA and not entirely EPA is problem-
atic: first, because these 58,000 square meters of the Olympic parcel 
are designated Park land, they are off limits to construction.125 Next, 
the obligatory “construction shall not be allowed” language con-
tained within the Park definition does not provide any exception to 
the construction prohibition.126 Based on these definitions, it logi-
cally follows that construction of any manner on these 58,000 square 
meters of Park land is prohibited (and this is based on the definitions 
the city provided). 
Next, on page 11 of the report, Paes relies on quantitative rea-
soning to justify annexing a portion of the neighboring Park land for 
the Olympic course.127 He reasoned that this newly acquired land 
only comprises 6% of the total parcel’s area and 3.5% of the Parque 
Marapendi Area.128 While these are relatively small percentages, 
this unique land cannot be evaluated based merely on land area sta-
tistics; instead, the land needs to be evaluated based on its biodiver-
sity level.129 The Mata Atlântica biome boasts the highest biodiver-
sity index on Earth and its restinga remnants are continuing to dis-
appear at an alarming rate.130  Here, the biodiversity level adds eco-
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 125 Explaining Course, supra note 113, at 7. 
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 127 See Explaining Course, supra note 113, at 11. 
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logical value in a way that land area statistics simply cannot ad-
dress.131 As deforestation increases, preserving each remaining un-
developed fragment is essential.132 
2. Golf Course Does Not Meet EPA’s Sustainable Use 
Requirements 
Paes likely realized that the 58,000 square meters of the Munic-
ipal Natural Park of Marapendi would be off limits for construction 
as long as they were designated Park. Therefore, Complementary 
Law 125 was a clever scheme to convert this land into the sustaina-
ble use EPA so the city could benefit from its more relaxed con-
struction restrictions.133 However, even with the EPA designation, 
golf course development is at odds with the concept of sustainable 
use.134 The EPA has the basic objectives of “protecting biological 
diversity, controlling the process of occupation, [and] ensuring the 
sustainability of the use of natural resources.”135 
Some of the direct effects of golf course construction—artificial 
chemicals introduced into ecosystems, liberal use of water for irri-
gation, and the creation of metapopulations due to ecosystem frag-
mentation—all contravene the concept of sustainable use.136 By cre-
ating this course, nothing ecological is actually being sustained, but 
instead the ecological value is being eroded.137 For example, one 
habitat that has been greatly disrupted is the natural dune habitat, as 
the dunes were bulldozed prior to the start of construction.138 
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The fact that Rio specifically defined golf course construction 
within the ambit of “sustainable use” via Complementary Law 125 
is very telling of Rio officials’ true Olympic intentions.139 This type 
of definition adjustment is unprecedented, thus indicating how 
short-term Olympic goals have displaced long-term environmental 
sustainability initiatives: “[o]ne of the few remaining areas of envi-
ronmental protection in the Barra de Tijuca region has been appro-
priated by the government, opened up for toxic land use patterns and 
handed over to a private development firm for recreational and real-
estate purposes.”140 
The city’s objectives do not focus on sustainable design, but they 
instead ignore any references to sustainability: in the city’s report on 
page 66, sustainability is not even listed as a “main component[] to 
be taken into consideration by the architect” for incorporation into 
the final course design.141 The list emphasizes variations in course 
design, efficient flow of spectators, and green and tee positioning to 
promote “golf in its highest level.”142 
3. Suspect Timing of Law Frustrates Public Involvement 
Rio’s City Council called an emergency session in December 
2012, and it passed Complementary Law 125 shortly before the 
commencement of the holiday recess.143 Rio mayor, Eduardo Paes, 
signed the law in January 2013.144 The suspect timing, passing, and 
enactment of the law precluded any public involvement, which is 
required under SNUC’s EPA designation.145 Furthermore, the 1988 
Constitution requires that “it is the responsibility of the Government 
to require, as provided by law, a prior environmental impact study, 
which shall be made public, for installation of works or activities 
                                                                                                             
 139 See Gaffney, supra note 60, at 3933; Rio 2016 Olympics: the Exclusion 
Games, supra note 61, at 171. 
 140 Id. 
 141 Explaining Course, supra note 113, at 66. 
 142 Id. 
 143 The Social & Environmental Costs, supra note 17. 
 144 Id.; Lei Complementar No. 125/2013. 
 145 Lei No. 9.985 Art. 14 §5; Crawford & Pignataro, supra note 38, at 42. 
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that may cause significant degradation of the environment.”146 Golf 
courses undoubtedly can lead to degradation of the environment.147 
Despite these well-intentioned environmental efforts at the fed-
eral level via the Constitution and SNUC, the local Rio municipality 
has failed to put the APA of Marapendi’s conservation efforts into 
effect.148 In the years that followed the APA of Marapendi’s estab-
lishment, “there were no proposals for the integrated management 
of the area, and the Management Plan—technical document that 
guides the implementation, management, and use of the conserva-
tion unit—was not produced.”149As a result, formal public involve-
ment regarding environmental matters has been near nonexistent.150 
State prosecutor Marcus Leal suggests that the legislature has 
become too invested in the Olympic golf course project as all of the 
necessary work is licensed and carried out by either the city or the 
state; according to Leal, “[w]hat level of independence does the is-
suer of the license have when he is an employee of the state?”151 
This “conflict of interest” hinders the ability for the necessary 
environmental impact studies to be conducted in an objective man-
ner.152 As required by the Constitution’s Article 225 and SNUC’s 
Article 15, the public needs to reclaim its role in overseeing munic-
ipal construction: Leal suggested that a committee of experts, public 
prosecutors, and Rio citizens would suffice.153 
                                                                                                             
 146 [C.F.] Art. 225 §1(IV); Abby Rubinson, Regional Projects Require Re-
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IV. SOCIAL RESPONSE TO CITY’S OLYMPIC PREPARATIONS 
A. Formation of Environmentalist Groups 
For some residents, the Olympics may serve as a new source of 
frustration: the Olympic course dislodged one of few remaining eco-
systems in Barra da Tijuca.154 For others, the Olympics may serve 
as a reminder of the city’s longstanding neglect of basic infrastruc-
tural essentials—the prolonged accumulation of untreated sewage 
and trash that has devastatingly impacted local aquatic habitats.155 
The Olympics has provided residents and environmentalists alike 
with a platform to raise awareness of pressing environmental issues. 
One group, known as Occupy Marina da Glória, has actively pro-
tested regarding the status of Guanabara Bay, while its counterpart, 
Occupy Golf, has “set up camp” on a highway median outside the 
site of the Olympic course.156 
The main point of the Occupy Golf protestors is clear: if the golf 
course will be used for such a short period of time for the Olympics, 
why not use an existing golf course in Rio?157 The group’s mission 
is not to protest Rio’s hosting of the Olympics or the fact that golf 
is now returning as an official event.158 Instead, its sole focus is on 
the site selection for the course stemming from the IOC and city’s 
decision to construct a new course from scratch.159 
                                                                                                             
 154 Id.; see also The Social & Environmental Costs, supra note 17 (“The 
Olympic golf course is the perfect microcosm through which to identify much of 
what is wrong with the approach to Olympic infrastructure development in Rio. 
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 155 See Associated Press, Olympic Lake in Brazil has a Dead Fish Problem, 
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/olympic-lake-in-brazil-has-a-dead-fish-problem/ 
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 156 Phillips, In Brazil, supra note 92. 
 157 See Rio Mayor, supra note 11. 
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Eduardo Paes).”). 
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B. Why Brazil Does Not Need Another Golf Course160 
Given the short time-span of the Games and the potentially long-
term negative impacts stemming from golf course construction, 
there are no sound policy bases that support constructing the Olym-
pic course from scratch. 
1. Other Golf Course Options 
First, there are two other courses in Rio that arguably could have 
served as the Olympic course—the Gávea Golf Club and the Itan-
hangá Golf Club.161 In fact, both courses vied for the opportunity to 
be the official Olympic course by submitting bids, yet the Rio 2016 
Committee and the city passed on both.162 In a technical report is-
sued on May 27, 2011, Gávea was quickly eliminated because it was 
declared “unfeasible due to size,” there was “no operational tech-
nical solution possible,” and there was “no expansion possibility.”163 
Conversely, Itanhangá was a serious contender in the Olympic 
course decision.164 However, the IOC informed Itanhangá manage-
ment that it wanted “significant remodeling” of the course and that 
it did not want to inconvenience the course by closing it for exten-
sive renovation.165 Course management rejected the IOC’s reason-
ing, stating that the decision to build a new course was “just politics” 
and that Itanhangá had been fully prepared to undergo remodeling 
as part of its Olympic bid request.166 The “extensive remodeling” 
request is surprising given that Itanhangá had previously been 
ranked by GolfDigest as one of the “100 Best Courses Outside the 
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U.S.”167 Alberto Murray Neto, former member of the Brazilian 
Olympic Committee, implied that Itanhangá could have been re-
modeled at a lower cost than constructing a new course from scratch: 
based on pure construction costs, it is unclear from an economic per-
spective why the Rio 2016 Committee and the city pursued the latter 
option.168 This indicates that other factors were more heavily 
weighed in the IOC and city’s decision. 
2. “Legally Complicated Land”169 
Even before the borders of the parcel were changed via Comple-
mentary Law 125, the true ownership of the land has not always 
been entirely clear. The clouded title of the parcel with its premier 
location in the heavily coveted Barra da Tijuca neighborhood has 
been the subject of several lawsuits within the last few years.170 The 
Olympic course is situated on land that is “some of the most expen-
sive land in the western Rio suburb.”171 But because the land in the 
Barra da Tijuca neighborhood is so valuable, there are often several 
ownership disputes: however, a small percentage of these disputes 
are resolved quickly.172 With the looming pressure of the Olympic 
deadline combined with managing a construction deadline, why 
would the city choose land in an area that is highly prone to land-
ownership disputes?173 
                                                                                                             
 167 Golf Course will Trample, supra note 13; see also 100 Best Courses Out-
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3. Creation of a Golf Legacy is Unlikely 
Occupy Golf has also scoffed at the idea that any sort of golf-
driven legacy will revolve around this newly built golf course given 
the sport’s unpopularity in Brazil.174 
Surprisingly, Rio mayor Eduardo Paes, who has strongly sup-
ported the course’s construction, echoed this sentiment when he of-
ficially “handed over the course” to the Games’ organizers in No-
vember 2015.175 During his fifteen-minute speech defending the 
course’s construction, Paes stated, “I don’t think there’s much leg-
acy for a golf course. I’ve always said that. I don’t think this is some-
thing Brazil is famous for, delivering courses. It’s not a popular 
sport in Brazil. But there are some things you need to do when you 
deliver the Olympics.”176 
Within minutes, Carlos Nuzman, head of the Rio de Janeiro 
Olympics, contradicted him by stating, “It’s a big legacy. It’s a pub-
lic golf course. There are a lot of young kids—boys and girls—who 
want to participate to develop golf. It’s a chance for golf in a new 
region of the world to be developed.”177 Based on the current popu-
larity of golf in Brazil and the environmental issues related to golf 
course construction and maintenance, Nuzman’s optimism falls 
short of reality for a few reasons. 
First, there are very few opportunities for the general public to 
play, especially in Rio de Janeiro; the two existing courses “exclu-
sively serve the rich.”178 For golf to gain acceptance of the wide-
spread Brazilian population, the nature of the sport’s accessibility 
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and costs would have to change.179 The current number of golf 
courses is not adequate to sustain a large golf-playing population in 
Brazil while taking into account sustainable environmental initia-
tives.180 Even if the Olympic course becomes available to the public 
after the Games end, more golf courses would need to be built to 
supply an increase in golf demand among the public.181 Moreover, 
the construction of additional courses would be disastrous from an 
environmental standpoint given the backlash related to the Olympic 
course: if environmentalists and residents did not approve of a 
course constructed to serve as a venue for one of the largest sporting 
events throughout the world, then how will they get on board to 
build more courses for recreational use at the cost of harming the 
environment?182 
Currently the cost to play golf is too high for many Brazilian 
citizens.183 When Brazil was selected to host the Olympics in 2009, 
the Brazilian economy was “booming.”184 However, the country’s 
economy has fallen into a downward spiral and a large scandal in-
volving the state-run oil company, Petrobas, is at the forefront.185 
Within the last year, the country has slumped into the worst reces-
sion since the 1930s.186 Inflation rose to 10% while unemployment 
“soared” to 8%.187 Brazilian President, Dilma Rousseff, now faces 
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impeachment proceedings based on allegations of “fiscal irregulari-
ties by her government” as her approval ratings sink to an all-time 
low of 10% approval.188 
These economic hardships leave golf “in the rough.” At such an 
economically dire time, golf is likely off the citizens’ radar as they 
will not have the disposable income to fund recreational activities 
like golf.189 Any advancement in mainstreaming golf will likely be 
delayed until the economy improves to a point in which Brazil has 
a healthy financial and investment climate.190 It also does not help 
matters that golf equipment costs two to three times more in Brazil 
than in countries like the United States.191 Brazil has historically suf-
fered from high consumer prices resulting from high inflation, pro-
tectionist economic policies, a dysfunctional tax system, and high 
costs of transportation of goods.192 
4. The Olympic Course is Part of a Larger Ulterior Motive 
‘The golf course has to be seen in a wider perspec-
tive’, Fernando Walcacer, a professor of environ-
mental law at Rio’s PUC university, said. ‘Property 
developers have always had huge political influence 
in Rio. The developers have been looking at this 
space for years and now the Olympics have given 
them their chance.’193 
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Paes’ historically strong relationship with large-scale real-estate 
developers like Pasquale Mauro prior to the Olympic course’s con-
struction strongly confirms this statement. The state prosecutor had 
instituted an earlier action against Paes regarding the alleged deal 
that Paes had entered into with Mauro about the golf course.194 As 
part of the deal, Fiori Empreendimentos, the company providing the 
course’s financing, would foot the 60 million reais bill (approxi-
mately $16.2 US million) to construct the course in exchange for the 
right to build 23 buildings of 22 floors each on land surrounding the 
course (part of the Complementary Law 125 legislation).195 The 
least expensive apartment in these luxurious high-rises sells for $2 
million.196 If all goes as planned, developers like Mauro can largely 
profit from the Olympics; the 60 million reais cost of the course is 
quickly swallowed up by the millions he will make in real estate 
sales of the luxurious apartment units that surround the course.197 
C. Authoritative Response to Occupy Golf 
While Occupy Golf’s arguments hold validity, not everyone is 
ready to jump on Occupy Golf bandwagon. Few additional support-
ers have joined the original group of protestors, but the lack of in-
creased membership may be attributed to the stigma of being an en-
vironmentalist in Brazil rather than the citizenry’s lack of interest in 
this environmental issue.198 
Outward support of environmental issues has shown to be prob-
lematic in Brazil.199 In fact, activism in Brazil is incredibly danger-
ous, and more environmental campaigners are killed there than in 
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any other country.200 In early January 2015, a group of Rio Munici-
pal Guards ransacked Occupy Golf’s camp and one protestor “was 
forced into a police car where he was repeatedly hit in the face with 
a baton by a female guard, who broke his tooth.”201 In another inci-
dent, a Municipal Guard officer was filmed on video punching a 
handcuffed Occupy Golf demonstrator.202 That video, which was 
uploaded and shared via social media, has heightened awareness of 
some of the abuse that these environmentalists have suffered at the 
hands of Rio authorities.203 
Since the video’s release, the Municipal Guard has instead uti-
lized a more tactful approach to quash the attention that Occupy Golf 
is receiving: they have turned off the streetlights illuminating the 
Occupy Golf camp at night so that “it is completely dark . . . .” and 
several guards will get out of their cars and surround the camp.204 
As one environmentalist noted, “[t]hey’re trying to intimidate us.”205 
However, for some environmentalists, the fight for ecological 
preservation of one of the last remaining Marapendi restinga areas 
is not one they will give up lightly. As environmentalist Marcello 
Melo stated, “[i]t is dangerous to campaign for the environment in 
Brazil. But I love nature and somebody has to do this job. If I die for 
[Occupy Golf’s] cause, it will be worth it.”206 
V. THE “PARTY” IS OVER: WHAT NOW? 
After August 21, 2016, the Olympic “party” will come to an end 
and the city will enter its “clean up” phase. In light of the contro-
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versy surrounding the Olympic course’s construction and the pollu-
tion accumulating in Guanabara Bay, Rio can benefit from time out 
of the spotlight and remove the blinders from its focus on Olympic 
preparations. This is when the city can implement environmental in-
itiatives that may have taken a backseat to the Games. 
While Rio cannot un-ring that bell (or reverse that bulldozer) 
with respect to the Olympic course’s construction, many sustainable 
environmental opportunities exist with regard to the course’s current 
and future management. “Golf courses have long suffered from a 
reputation of being harmful to the environment.”207 However, golf 
course construction and environmental preservation are not neces-
sarily mutually exclusive concepts;208 the construction of the Olym-
pic course does not deprive the Marapendi restinga of its total eco-
logical value, nor does it foreclose Rio from endorsing the biodiver-
sity level that still exists within this now developed parcel (although 
it is arguably lower than if the course had never been constructed 
initially). 
The Audobon Cooperative Sanctuary Program for Golf Courses 
(ACSP) is “an award winning education and certification program 
that helps golf courses protect our environment and preserve the nat-
ural heritage of the game of golf.”209 The ACSP aims to guide “golf 
courses in their efforts to blend environmentally responsible mainte-
nance practices into day-to-day course operations.”210 While many 
of the ACSP’s objectives are tailored towards initial course devel-
opment, the ACSP program is also applicable to already existing 
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golf courses, like the Olympic course, that should seek to enact as-
certainable environmental standards.211 Even though the Olympic 
course is already constructed, it should be managed in compliance 
with ongoing biodiversity protection, habitat management, water 
conservation, chemical use, and outreach and education check-
points.212 
If Rio strives to make this course about “legacy,” this is an opti-
mal opportunity. The Olympic course would be the first course in 
Brazil to be registered under this program with the potential of earn-
ing sustainable accreditation.213 While most participants are affili-
ated with American golf courses, the ACSP is gaining popularity 
among international golf courses: Australia, Canada, China, the 
United Kingdom, Spain, Germany, Costa Rica, and South Africa all 
contain courses that have achieved success under the ACSP.214 
Moreover, enrolling in this program may help restore faith in some 
of the citizens and environmentalists who speculated that this con-
struction was more about big-time Olympic economic and real es-
tate goals at the expense of the environment.215 While “that ship has 
sailed,” the course is here to stay—the city should at least strive to 
protect the remaining biodiversity in the area. 
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